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Precise mode matching is needed to maximize performance in coupled cavity interferometers such as Ad-
vanced LIGO. In this paper we present a new mode matching sensing scheme that uses a single radio
frequency higher order mode sideband and single element photodiodes. It is first order insensitive to
misalignment and can serve as an error signal in a closed loop control system for a set of mode matching
actuators. We also discuss how it may be implemented in Advanced LIGO. The proposed mode match-
ing error signal has been successfully demonstrated on a tabletop experiment, where the error signal
increased the mode matching of a beam to a cavity to 99.9%.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Precise control of mode matching is desirable in many high
precision optical cavity experiments to minimise optical losses.
This is especially true for advanced gravitational wave (GW)
detectors, such as Advanced LIGO [1], and Advanced Virgo [2]
that use multiple coupled cavities and squeezed light injection
to maximize sensitivity [3]. Fig. 1 depicts the degradation when
using 6 dB of squeezing due to varying percentages of mode mis-
matches. A mode mismatch of only 10% will almost completely
nullify the expected improvement from squeezing.
A diagram of the simplified problem being considered is illus-
trated in Fig. 2. The squeezer here has been simplified to a
single laser source (SQZ), which is injected into the main inter-
ferometer (IFO) through the output faraday isolator (OFI). The
gravitational wave signal is then filtered by the output mode
cleaner (OMC) cavity, whose purpose it is to remove junk light
and radio-frequency sidebands that do not contribute to the
gravitational readout. The GW signal is measured by the photo-
diode DCPD.
The modes of the OMC cavity, IFO and SQZ beam are parameter-
ized by the q parameters qOMC, qIFO, and qSQZ respectively. To
minimise the squeezing losses due to mode mismatch it is neces-
sary to minimise the difference between all three q parameters
when the beams are overlapped. Current plans for upgrades and
future designs will implement additional optical cavities called
filter cavities [4]—which also require mode matching to. These
will provide frequency-dependent squeezing for a broadband re-
duction in quantum noise, as opposed to frequency-independent
squeezing as shown in Fig. 2.
Mode matching the squeezer to the IFO becomes increasingly
challenging due to the ever increasing requirements for opti-
cal power stored in the interferometer. The increased power
introduces significant thermal lensing which varies over time
and must be actively compensated for [5]. Various actuators are
available to correct for this [6, 7] however accurate sensors for
measuring the distortion to the optical fields are not as prevalent.
Heterodyne wavefront sensing techniques using quadrant-
photodiodes can be used to sense both alignment [10] and
shape [11] distortions in optical fields. Annularly segmented
diodes, known as bullseye-detectors, can also be used [12, 13].
However, these schemes require the use of multiple sensors and
gouy-phase telescopes to sense each of degree of freedom: transla-
tion, displacement, size, and curvature of the beam. An alterna-
tive method proposed by Fulda et.al. [14] uses an electro-optic
beam deflector to generate a Hermite-Gaussian HG10 sideband
that can be used as a reference for alignment sensing. This
simplifies an experiment by using single-element photodiodes
and does not require any gouy-phase telescopes. Segmented
photodiodes and higher order Hermite-Gaussian modes have
additionally been used to generate DC cavity length error signals
[15, 16].
In this paper we demonstrate a new heterodyne scheme that
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Fig. 1. Shown is the reduction in quantum noise limited sen-
sitivity if the squeezer is mismatched by 1%, 5%, or 10% in
an aLIGO like detector setup using FINESSE [8, 9]. The worst
case scenarios are shown as a mismatch between of 10% can be
distributed between beam waist and position mismatch, thus
for a given mismatch the sensitivity will lie in the coloured
bounds.
uses a single HG20+02 sideband that beats with a HG00 carrier
to produce mode matching error signals for both degrees of
freedom on a single photodiode with no gouy-phase telescopes.
Experimentally we show how this can be used to match a beam’s
shape to an optical cavity to 99.9%. This scheme allows multiple
sequential cavities to be mode matched together and can be
applied for mode matching the squeezed light source, filter-
cavity, interferometer, and the OMC in current and future GW
detectors.
Firstly, in section 2 we present the theory of the mode matching
error signal as well as a simpler model in section B that can com-
pute the mode matching error signal to first order in mismatch.
In section 3 an experimental demonstration of the proposed
mode matching scheme is described followed by an analysis
of the results in section 4. Finally, in section 5 we present how
this mode matching error signal can be applied to Advanced
LIGO [1].
2. THEORY
A. Ideal mode matching error signal
Mode matching, as defined in the context of optical cavities
is the process of changing the incoming beam shape to match
the eigenmode of a cavity. The eigenmode of a stable cavity is
parameterized by a single complex number q = z + izR, often
referred to as the beam parameter [17], where z is the distance
to the beam waist, and zR = piw20/λ is the Rayleigh range of a
beam with waist size w0 and wavelength λ.
Mode matching is achieved when the waist position and size of
the input beam matches the eigenmode of the cavity, which can
be done by minimizing the quantities ∆w0 and ∆z illustrated
in figure 3. These two quantities form the two orthogonal de-
grees of freedom for mode matching. Both must be measured
simultaneously in any mode matching sensing scheme.
An idealised mode matching error signal would indicate for a
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Fig. 2. A simplified diagram of a gravitational wave interfer-
ometer with squeezing for illustrating the mode matching
problem that is being considered in this paper. The interferom-
eter and squeezer beam both need to be simultaneously mode
matched to each other and the output mode cleaner (OMC).
The mode matching problem reduces to making all of the q
parameters equal qIFO = qSQZ = qOMC. The definition of the
q parameter and its application to mode matching is given in
section 2.
given q1 and q2 what is the mode mismatch between them, and
more importantly the direction in q space along which they lie.
One can define a quantityM, that has the required properties
M = i
(
q2 − q1
q2 − q∗1
)
(1)
where the mode mismatch is given by M = |M|2 [18] . The
mode mismatch M between two Gaussian beam parameters
q1 and q2 is defined by the fraction of HG00 power in q1 that
appears as higher order HG modes in q2.
To first order in mode mismatchM is
M = i εq
2
+O
(
ε2
)
(2)
where εq is a relative change in beam parameters. It is defined as
εq =
q2 − q1
zR,1
= εz + iεzR (3)
where zR,1 is the imaginary part of q11. The real part of this εz
represents a waist position mismatch, and εzR waist size mis-
match between the q1 and q2; these are also referred to as the
orthogonal mode matching quadratures. We show in section B that
the proposed mode matching error signal approximates the ideal
mode matching error signal to first order in mode mismatch up
to a constant factor.
B. Single sideband error signal
Here we provide a broad overview of our technique and detailed
mathematical derivations can be found in appendix D. In order
to understand how our scheme can be applied to a gravitational
wave detector we must first cover two key cases. The first being
the mode matching between two beams as in figure 2 between
qIFO and qSQZ. The second being the mode matching between
1 The Rayleigh range in Eq. (3) can be for either q1 or q2 as they are approxi-
mately equal for small mode mismatches. The lowest numerical error is achieved
using (zR,1 + zR,2)/2
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a) b)
Fig. 3. a) The two misalignment degrees of freedom: tilt γ
(red), and displacement δ (blue) with respect to the cavity axis
(black). b) The two mode matching degrees of freedom: waist
position ∆z (red), and waist size ∆w0 (blue) with respect to the
cavity eigenmode (black).
a beam and a cavity as in figure 2 between qIFO and qOMC. Ad-
ditional instances that require mode matching error signals in
advanced LIGO and A+ can be obtained from these two cases
and are discussed in more detail in section 5. For example mode
matching to a filter cavity would require the application of the
second case.
For the first case, let us consider the behaviour of a beam con-
sisting of a HG00 carrier at the optical frequency ω0 with a beam
parameter q1 and a HG02,20 single sideband with a beam param-
eter q2 at a frequency offset Ω,
E =
[
U00(q1) + (U20(q2) +U02(q2))eiΩt
]
eiω0t. (4)
Here Unm are the 2D transverse mode shape for the nm-th Her-
mite Gaussian modes. In the case q1 = q2, this beam would
look as if the carrier q1 parameter is being modulated in both
waist position and size at a frequency Ω. This is due to the fact
that a HG00 beam combined with a small amount of HG02 can
be considered to be a pure HG00 but with a slightly different q
parameter [19] and a single sideband implies a modulation in
both quadratures.
The optical field Eq. (4) incident on a photodiode will generate
a photocurrent I ∝ |E|2. To compute the mode matching error
signal we must first ensure all optical fields are represented
in the same q basis—here we choose to project the HG02,20 in
the basis q2 into q1, as depicted in figure 4. When the carrier
and sideband have the same q1 = q2 parameter the HG00 and
HG02,20 are orthogonal and produce no beat. In general when
q1 6= q2 demodulating I at a frequency Ω and low-passing the
output results in the complex-valued signal
Z = √P00P02√24 εq +O(ε2) . (5)
Here P00 and P02 are the power in the carrier and reference
sideband respectively. The real measured error signal at a de-
modulation phase φ is then Re(Zeiφ). Thus we can easily select
either the real or imaginary part of the mode matching Eq. (3)
using the demodulation phase.
B.1. On reflection of a resonant cavity
For the second case described in section B we must consider
when Eq. (4) with q1 = q2 is reflected off of an optical cavity. The
cavity is held on resonance for the HG00 carrier, the resonating
field has a shape defined by qcav. The complex-valued error
signal is this case is found to be
Z = √P00P02 (Rcav − 1) √24 εq +O(ε2) , (6)
HG0
HG2
HG4
HG0
HG2
HG4
Fig. 4. An example of a basis change. The two mode spectra
on the left and on the right describe the same beam but in
bases q1 and q2 respectively. The new Hermite-Gauss modes
that are generated during the basis change are indicated with
red arrows. The coupling coefficients knm used to scatter fields
to other Hermite-Gaussian modes in a basis change are listed
in Table 1
where εq is the mismatch between q1 and qcav, and Rcav is
the reflectivity of the cavity for the carrier. Rcav depends on
whether the cavity is over-coupled, impedance matched, or
under-coupled [20]
Rcav = sign(R1 − R2)
(
R1 − R2
R1 + R2 − 2
)2
, (7)
where R1,2 are the reflectivity of the input and output mir-
rors. For over-coupled, impedance matched, and under-coupled
cavities Rcav takes the values −1 < Rcav < 0, Rcav = 0, and
0 < Rcav < 1 respectively.
If q2 = qcav there is again no optical beat measured at the re-
flected photodiode due to the HG modes of the incident and
circulating fields being perfectly orthogonal. In the case where
the incident beam is mismatched this orthogonality between the
modes is broken and an optical beat is measurable.
B.2. Generating a single HGnm sideband
There are multiple ways in which a single sideband can be gen-
erated. In this work we will produce the single sideband field
as described by Eq. (4) by using a Mach-Zender interferome-
ter. One of the paths will contain a Fabry-Perot cavity which
is locked to the HG20+02 mode of phase modulated sideband
generated by an EOM. This is then combined with the original
unmodulated carrier field to produce the final field. Although
simple the q of the carrier and sideband will not be identical,
thus care must be taken to mode match and align them well.
An alternative method would be to use a modulated mode-
mismatched beam where the frequency of the sidebands are cho-
sen so that HG20,02 higher order mode of sidebands resonates
at the same time as the HG00 at the carrier frequency. Both then
have the same q parameter and are transmitted through the cav-
ity. The downside of this method is that it is not particularly
efficient as the vast majority of the power resides in the carrier
frequency, the non-transmitted sideband, and in the HG00 mode.
For short cavities the modulations frequencies can also be pro-
hibitively high unless a cavity near to geometric instability is
used.
A more efficient approach could be to use an EOM with parabolic
electrodes that shapes the electric field inside the electro-optic
crystal in such a way that it lenses a beam passing through it—
similar to Fulda et.al’s [14] modulator. A disadvantage with
this method is that the lensing created by such a modulator
would likely be almost purely astigmatic, and would require an
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Fig. 5. Diagram of the tabletop experiment performed to verify the mode matching error signal. It has been designed to simulate
the optical layout of the output of an advanced gravitational wave detector. The RF signal generation, mixing, and lowpass filtering
was all done on STEMlab 125-14 FPGAs by Red Pitaya running the PyRPL package [21].
astigmatic cavity to select one of the modulated axes to be able
to sense spherical mode mismatch.
3. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION
To test the validity of the proposed mode matching error sig-
nal an experiment as depicted in figure 5 has been performed.
It has additionally been designed to replicate the parts of the
aLIGO output in figure 2 that would be relevant for the mode
matching error signal. The goals of this experiment are to show
that zeroing the error signal optimizes the mode matching met-
rics: maximizing the transmission through a resonant cavity,
and minimizing the amount of HG02+20 circulating in the cav-
ity. We show that to achieve this careful consideration of mode
matching error signal offsets is required.
A beam from a 1064 nm non-planar ring oscillator (NPRO) is
split into two paths in a Mach-Zehnder configuration before
being recombined and incident onto a triangular cavity. One
of the paths is intended to represent the interferometer beam,
which goes through an adjustable focal length liquid lens (EL-
10-30-C by Optotune) on a translation stage. The NPRO beam is
intentionally not spatially filtered in any way in order to mimic
the fact the interferometer beam is not a pure HG00 [22]. The
liquid lens telescope allows us to change the qNPRO parameter to
match it to qBSM when the beams combine on the beamsplitter.
The other path goes through the generating cavity, which is locked
onto the second order transverse mode of one of the 12 MHz
phase modulation sidebands that are used to provide a PDH
error signal for locking the cavity. It is worth noting that NPRO
beam must be somewhat mode mismatched to this generating
cavity to allow sufficient power to build up in the cavity’s second
order transverse mode. In this experiment the mode mismatch
used for generating the 12 MHz offset second order transverse
mode was close to 20%.
The two arms of the Mach-Zehnder are then recombined with a
50:50 beamsplitter. For convenience we will call the beam that is
still in the fundamental mode the optical local oscillator and the
12 MHz offset second order transverse mode beam as the mode
modulation beam. One of the output ports of the Mach-Zehnder
is incident onto a photodiode PDphase with an iris. The iris clips
the beam around the center to break the orthogonality between
the optical local oscillator and the mode modulation beam. This
is used to provide a phase error signal for the microscopic path
length changes between the two arms of the Mach-Zehnder.
The phase error signal is used to drive the PZT in the optical
local oscillator arm to lock the phases of the two arms. This
is step is necessary as the phase difference between the optical
local oscillator and the mode modulation beam couples into the
mode matching error signal readout and hence needs to be kept
fixed.
The photodiode PDHOM measures a mode matching error signal
between qNPRO and qBSM as described in section B. This error
signal must be zeroed by adjusting liquid lens telescope 1 in
figure 5 before the combined beam can accurately measure the
mode matching error signal to qcav on PDrefl2.
The combined optical local oscillator and the beam modulation
sideband are then incident onto a triangular cavity, which we
want to mode match to. The beam is modulated at 17 MHz to
generate the PDH error signal for the mode cleaner, which is
measured by demodulating PDrefl2. The mode matching error
signal for the mode cleaner can then be extracted by locking
the cavity to the HG00 mode and demodulating PDrefl2 at 12
MHz as described in section B.1. This signal is then fed back to
LLT2 to match to qNPRO to qcav. The transmission through the
mode cleaner is monitored by the photodiode PDtrans. A good
mode-matching error signal will ensure the transmission is at a
maximum when the mode matching error signal is zeroed.
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Fig. 6. A 1D slice of the mode matching error signal measured
at PDrefl2 while varying the current on LLT2 in figure 5.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Varying one of the mode matching degrees of freedom provides
a one dimensional slice of the mode matching error signal as
shown in Fig. 6. The I and Q phase of the mode-matching error
signal are each an error signal for a set of two orthogonal mode
matching degrees of freedom. The demodulation phase was
chosen such that the Q phase was most sensitive to the liquid
lens current. The I phase shows less response to changing the
liquid lens current, especially around the zero of the Q phase
error signal. The I phase error signal senses a linear combination
of liquid lens current and position from the 45 degree contours
it makes in the 2D error signal plots in figure 7.a.
A more complete picture of the mode matching error signal can
be obtained by independently scanning both mode matching
actuator degrees of freedom in figure 7. Here the zero crossings
of both I and Q phase form straight lines of different slopes, and
hence intersect at a single unique point; the point that the mode
matching actuators will be led to. When overlaid onto the power
transmitted from the cavity in figure 7.c it can be seen that the
zero of the mode matching error signal is offset from the peak of
the transmitted power.
A. Error signal offset
A.1. Generating cavity finesse
The main contributor to the offset shown in figure 7.c is the
finite finesse of our generating cavity. A significant amount of
carrier HG02 would then leak through the generating cavity on
resonance in addition to the 12 MHz HG02. The carrier and
sideband HG02 beams produce a beat at 12 MHz which offsets
the 12 MHz beat that comes from mode matching error signal.
The offset can be easily measured by demodulating PDrefl2 at 12
MHz while blocking the optical local oscillator. This beat should
read zero if the beam modulation sideband is a pure 12 MHz
offset second order mode. Any other value read is then the offset
for the mode matching error signal.
A.2. Misalignment
Misalignment have a quadratic coupling into this mode match-
ing error signal. For this experiment it was found that man-
ual alignment by hand produced negligible offsets when com-
pared to the larger sources of offset. Due to imperfect alignment
through the liquid lens, they induce misalignments whenever
their current or position are changed. An auto-alignment sys-
tem could be used to actively compensate for this and reduce
misalignment further if required.
A.3. Astigmatism
It is also possible for astigmatism to present itself as an offset
in the mode matching error signal if the cavity being mode
matched to is astigmatic compared to the incoming beam or
vice versa. The error signal will then have a zero between the
individual zeroes of the horizontal and vertical planes. It is
possible to extend this mode matching error signal to be able
to sense astigmatism by making the cavity that generates the
beam modulation sideband to be astigmatic or purely resonate
the HG20 or HG02. Then this cavity can be locked to the vertical
or horizontal second order modes to provide independent mode
matching error signals for either plane. An astigmatic actuator is
then needed to be able to simultaneously drive the error signals
in both planes to zero.
B. Validating measurement
To validate the mode matching error signal it is necessary to
compare it to an external measure of mode mismatch such as
a cavity length scan by applying a voltage to a cavity mirror
PZT. The ratio of the peak heights of the HG02+20 to the HG00
resonance provides a measure of mode mismatch. Performing a
cavity scan for each point in actuator space is a time intensive
task without an automatic cavity lock acquisition system, as the
cavity needs to be relocked to the HG00 mode after each scan to
read off the mode matching error signal. It is therefore desirable
to obtain a validating measurement of the mode matching error
signal with the fewest possible number of points to prevent
ambient low frequency fluctuations to influence the results.
From figure 7 we can see that the error signal remains linear
over a broad range in actuator space around the perfect mode
matching point. One could then envisage a measurement where
a small number of sparsely separated points are measured in
actuator space. Covering the rest of actuator space can be done
by fitting a polynomial surface or using an unstructured inter-
polation method such as thin plate spline interpolation [23]. We
chose the latter due to its simplicity and lack of any external
parameters that required optimizing.
With the error signal interpolated across the actuator space the
zero of the error signal can be found by brute force evaluation.
It is likely that the interpolated zero point would not zero the
error signal, but its measurement can be fed back in to the inter-
polation to yield an improved estimate of the true zero point of
the error signal.
The results of following this procedure are illustrated in figure 8.
The first 5 points were chosen from prior assumptions of the
location of the zero point of the error signal. The 6th point was
the zero of the interpolated error signal, which coincided with
the true zero of the error signal such that including it in the
interpolation did not change the location of the interpolated
zero point.
Additional measurements were taken near the zero point (not
shown in figure 8), all yielding higher mode mismatch and non
zero error signal values. This confirms that the offset subtraction
in section A.1 works as intended and the resulting error signal
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Fig. 7. a) Measured I phase of the mode matching error signal. The zero crossing is highlighted in red. b) Measured Q phase of the
mode matching error signal with the zero crossing highlighted in red. c) The power transmitted through the cavity with both the I
and Q crossings overlaid. The offset between the zero crossing and the peak of the transmitted power is a known error signal offset
described in section A, and results of its subtraction illustrated in figure 8.
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Fig. 8. Validating measurement of the mode matching error signal. (a) The six chosen points in actuator space. The contours are the
corresponding mode mismatch as predicted by the mode matching error signal. (b) The cavity scans at each point in actuator space.
(c) A close up of the HG02 resonance of the cavity scans. Inset are the peaks of the HG00 resonances. The true mode mismatch is
estimated by the ratio of the heights of the HG02 and HG00 resonances.
has no offset down to measurement uncertainty. We quote our
best mode matching achieved with the mode matching error
signal is 99.9+0.01−0.1 %.
We hypothesize that our residual mode mismatch is a result of
the difference in astigmatism between the incoming beam and
mode cleaner. Varying the alignment did not affect the height of
the HG02+20 resonance.
5. APPLYING THE MODE-MATCHING ERROR SIGNAL
IN A GRAVITATIONAL WAVE DETECTOR
The proposed mode matching error signal can be applied in
a gravitational wave detector to sense the mode mismatch be-
tween the cavities in the squeezer path and the interferometer
beam, in addition to sensing the mode mismatch between the
interferometer beam and the output mode cleaner. In this section
we will consider how this could be implemented in a detector
like Advanced LIGO (aLIGO).
A diagram of showing a possible implementation of the pro-
posed mode matching error signal in aLIGO is shown in figure 9.
The key idea is that the single reference HG20+02 sideband can
be generated by exciting the higher order mode resonance in the
optical parametric oscillator (OPO) that generates the squeez-
ing simultaneously while exciting the HG00 that would be the
squeezed light mode. As described in section B.1 this field can
then be matched sequentially to the filter cavity, interferometer,
and finally the OMC.
To implement the proposed mode matching error signal in
aLIGO would require the addition of an AOM to produce a
frequency shifted field at δ f2 , where δ f2 is the frequency offset
of the second order transverse modes in the OPO cavity relative
to the HG00 resonance. In the absence of a HG20,02 phase plate,
the CLF beam must be mismatched to enable some coupling into
the HG20,02. The HG02,20 mode of the frequency shifted field
would then resonate inside the OPO. From an analysis of the
OPO cavity geometry δ f2 is on the order of 400 MHz in aLIGO.
A. Online mode matching
To begin considering the mode matching error signal in a grav-
itational wave detector we start by working from the control
light field (CLF) beam in figure 9 towards the OMC. The CLF
is frequency offset locked to the pre-stabilised laser (PSL) and
is used for locking the OPO cavity [4]. It is purposefully fre-
quency offset from the PSL to prevent it from resonating in the
interferometer; in LIGO the CLF offset frequency is set at 3 MHz.
The 400 MHz HG02 sideband is then incident onto the filter cav-
ity, which is resonant for the 3 MHz CLF HG00. Demodulating
the reflection of the filter cavity on the FCREFL photodiode at
400 MHz would produce a mode matching error signal between
the OPO and the filter cavity as described in section B.1. If the
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Fig. 9. Shown is an optical layout of the output side of the a gravitational wave detector with the key photodiodes and cavities that
our scheme would interact with. The frequencies listed in the legend are specific to Advanced LIGO.
filter cavity is not resonant for the CLF but instead some other
control field as is in McCuller et.al.[4], the mode matching error
signal can still be obtained by demodulating at the frequency
difference of the filter cavity resonant field and the 400 MHz
sideband.
The generated error signal can be used to drive a pair of orthogo-
nal mode matching actuators located between the OPO and filter
cavity, labelled as Active Wavefront Control (AWC) mirrors in
figure 9. A number of potential actuator designs have been pro-
posed by the [24–26]. The proposed error signal is independent
of this design and is hence compatible with any of the proposed
actuators.
The 400 MHz sideband is combined with the interferometer
beam on reflection from the SRM. The combined beam will pro-
duce a intensity modulation proportional to the mode mismatch
between the OPO and the IFO mode as described in section 2.
This can be demodulated on the photodiode SRMREFL to be used
to drive the pair of AWC mirrors between the filter cavity and
the output faraday isolator (OFI). The final stage of the mode
matching error signal is to then match the interferometer to the
OMC mode using the OMCREFL photodiode feeding back to the
final two AWC actuators.
With all of the previously described mode matching error sig-
nals held at their operating point, the entire output chain of the
gravitational wave detector should be mode matched to the
OMC. The appeal of this mode matching error signal for gravita-
tional wave detectors is its relative simplicity when compared to
segmented photodiodes, and a straightforward implementation
that requires minimal modification to the existing interferometer.
B. Offline mode matching
Even without installing the AOM and 400 MHz photodiode elec-
tronics an alternative implementation of this mode matching
error signal is possible by just locking the OPO cavity to the sec-
ond order modes and demodulating the same diodes at 3 MHz
instead. The main caveat is that the 3 MHz implementation
cannot be run concurrently with squeezing, however this does
not pose much of a problem in practice as the squeezer is one
of the last subsystems to be turned on in LIGO and the mode
matching error signal and optimisations could be run during
this initial locking phase. A bigger issue is that the phase be-
tween the CLF and the PSL is locked by demodulating DCPD at
3 MHz [27, 28], which poses a problem as the HG02 CLF won’t
beat with the IFO beam without mode mismatch. This means
that the offline mode matching error signal can only be operated
above a certain level of mode mismatch, and could only be used
for coarse corrections.
C. Beacon mode-matching
For LIGO it is known that the carrier mode differs in shape to the
gravitational wave signal mode by some amount due to mode
mismatches between the coupled cavities in the Dual-Recycled
Fabry-Perot Michelson Interferometer (DRFPMI) [22]. The pro-
posed mode matching signals do not sense any mode mismatch
inside DRFPMI and instead sense mode mismatch between the
squeezer and the DC carrier field of the interferometer used
for the DC readout [29]. Therefore it is desirable to achieve as
high mode matching as possible for the signal mode and not
necessarily the mode that has most of the power.
In order to do this it is necessary to mimic what the gravitational
wave does by modulating the arm cavity length to produce a
pair of signal sidebands. The mechanical resonances of the test
masses or their suspensions are able to provide a suitable mod-
ulation inside the arm cavities that resembles the gravitational
wave signal mode. Mode matching or alignment error signals
are then able to lock onto this arm cavity modulation by offset-
ting the demodulation frequency by the frequency of the arm
modulation. This technique has been used at LIGO under the
name of beacon sensing [22], where the arm cavity modulation is
being used as an alignment reference instead of the carrier at the
anti-symmetric port. A similar beacon scheme can be employed
for the proposed mode matching error signal, which should
provide a more accurate mode matching error signal, although
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at the cost of reduced signal to noise.
It is worth mentioning that some future GW detector designs
employ balanced homodyne detection (BHD) for their GW read-
out, such as A+ [30]. For their implementation of our proposed
mode matching error signal beacon sensing provides the only
available mode matching reference for the interferometer beam
as there is no DC carrier field due to the lack of a DC offset.
6. CONCLUSION
We have proposed and demonstrated a mode matching error
signal based on adding a frequency offset HG02 single sideband
to a main carrier HG00 field. We have identified and accounted
for the main sources of offset in the error signal known to us
to as well as how one would go about trying to remove them.
With everything presented here we were able to achieve 99.9%
mode matching of an unfiltered NPRO beam to an optical cavity
by following the generated mode matching error signal. For an
aLIGO mode matching error signal it is preferable to be able
to mode match the squeezer beam to the gravitational wave
detector at LIGO to better than 98% [3], which seems to be
possible using this mode matching error signal given what we
have found.
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A. GAUSSIAN BEAMS
The 1D complex amplitude of a Gaussian beam travelling along
the z-axis with a waist size of w0 located at z = 0 is given by [17]
un(x, q) =
(
2
pi
)1/4 ( 1
2nn!w0
)1/2 ( izR
q
)1/2
(−q∗
q
)n/2
Hn
(
zR x
√
2
w0 |q|
)
exp
[
−i
(
pix2
λq
)]
(8)
where q is the complex beam parameter [17], which encodes all
of the necessary information of a beam’s shape as
q = z + izR (9)
where z is the location of the beam waist, and zR = piw20/λ is
the Rayleigh range of a beam with waist size w0 and wavelength
λ.
The complex amplitude of a 2 dimensional Hermite-Gaussian
HGnm beam with beam shape q is then given by
Unm(x, y, q) = un(x, q) um(y, q). (10)
To compute the magnitude of coupling of misalignment and
mode mismatch to higher order HG modes in section B and
table 1 it is convenient to rescale the degrees of freedom to the
following relative quantities
εδ =
δ
w0
εγ =
γ
w0
(11)
εw0 =
∆w0
w0
εz =
∆z
zR
. (12)
For the mode matching degrees of freedom it is also convenient
to define a relative change in the q parameter from equation 9 as
εq = εz + iεzR (13)
where εzR is the relative change in Rayleigh range, which is given
by
εzR =
∆zR
zR,1
= ε2w0 . (14)
B. MODE MISMATCH
The mode mismatch between two Gaussian beam parameters
q1 and q2 is defined by the fraction of HG00 power in q1 that
appears as higher order HG modes in q2. It is given by
M =
∣∣∣∣ q2 − q1q2 − q∗1
∣∣∣∣2 (15)
From equation 15 it is evident that it can be satisfied by more
than one value of q2 for any q1 and nonzero M. The set of q2’s
that satisfy equation 15 are called the M mode matching contour
of q1. The contour of q2’s for q1 = z1 + izR1 can be completely
described by
q2 = q∗1 +
2 i zR1
1+ i
√
M exp(iθ)
(16)
where 0≤ θ<2pi is the angular position along the contour of
constant mode mismatch M in q-space.
C. BASIS CHANGE AND PROJECTIONS
To describe an incident beam with electric field given by E(x, y)
in terms of cavity eigenmodes it is necessary to find the ampli-
tude coefficients anm of those modes that describe the incident
beam by computing the following integral
anm =
∫∫ ∞
−∞
E(x, y)Unm(x, y, q)dydx (17)
for all possible combinations of n and m. However for models
with a predominantly HG00 field and mismatches less than 10%
it is typically sufficient to compute all the modes with n+m ≤ 6.
Assuming an ideal HGnm in basis q1 incident on a cavity with
eigenmode basis q2 the equation 17 can then evaluated by sub-
stituting E(x, y) with equation 10. The resulting integral then
becomes the overlap integral of two Hermite Gaussian modes
knm =
∫ ∞
−∞
un(x, q1)u∗m(x, q2)dx (18)
where if q1 = q2 this integral reduces to
knm = δnm (19)
where δnm is the Kronecker delta. For q1 6= q2 this integral
can be computed either numerically or from an analytic so-
lution [18, 31]. In principle this integral needs to be solved
for every possible combination of n and m, but in practice for
small mismatches one only needs to consider the integrals where
|n−m| = 2. A table of the coupling coefficients to first order in
mismatch and misalignment is included in table 1.
In general the integral in equation 18 appears whenever one
wishes to convert the amplitudes of one set of eigenmodes to
another set of eigenmodes. We refer to this operation as a change
of basis, where the basis is parameterised by the complex beam
paramter q.
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Table 1. First Order Coupling Coefficients
Coupling
Coefficient
Expression Notes
kn,m,p,q kn,pkm,q 2D→ 1D
kn,n 1+ i4 (2n + 1) εz +O
(
ε2
)
1+mismatch
kn,n+1 (εγq− εδ)
√
(n + 1) +O(ε2) misalignment
kn,n+2 − 14 ε∗q
√
(n + 1) (n + 2) +O(ε2) mismatch
kn,m −k∗m,n +O
(
ε2
)
n 6= m
D. MODE MATCHING ERROR SIGNALS
A. Mode matching error signal between two beams
The proposed mode matching error signal between two beams
can be obtained considering a HG00 carrier and a beam modula-
tion sideband with powers P00 and P02 respectively. To compute
the interference between the two we choose to project the beam
modulation sideband into the carrier basis, which results in
an RF HG00 component in the carrier basis given by the k0200
scattering coefficient from equation 18 to first order in mismatch.
The mode matching error signal Z is then obtained by demodu-
lating the intensity of the combined beams at the offset frequency,
which gives
Z = √P00P02 (k∗0200) +O(ε2) (20)
=
√
P00P02
√
2
4
εq +O
(
ε2
)
. (21)
B. Mode matching error signal for resonant cavity
Consider a beam consisting of a carrier HG00 and sideband HG02
both in basis q1 incident on a cavity with eigenmode basis qcav.
In order to compute the cavity reflected field it is necessary to
project the incident beam into the qcav basis. The incident electric
field of the incident beam in the qcav basis is
Einc = U00(qcav)
[√
P00k0000 +
√
P02k0200
]
+U02(qcav)
[√
P00k0002 +
√
P02k0202
]
+O
(
ε2
)
(22)
On reflection all components are promptly reflected with the
exception of the resonant mode and frequency, that being the
HG00 mode at the carrier frequency, which picks up a cavity
reflection Rcav defined in equation 7. The reflected electric field
is then
Erefl = U00(qcav)
[
Rcav
√
P00k0000 +
√
P02k0200
]
+U02(qcav)
[√
P00k0002 +
√
P02k0202
]
+O
(
ε2
)
(23)
To compute the error signal amplitude we now demodulate at
the sideband frequency. The complex demodulated amplitude
is then
Z = √P00P02 [Rcavk0000k∗0200 + k0002k∗0202] +O(ε2) (24)
=
√
P00P02 [Rcavk∗0200 + k0002] +O
(
ε2
)
(25)
=
√
P00P02 [Rcavk∗0200 − k∗0200] +O
(
ε2
)
(26)
=
√
P00P02 (Rcav − 1)
√
2
4
εq +O
(
ε2
)
(27)
E. SHOT NOISE
For a single demodulation of a single optical sideband, the single
sided shot noise PSD is given by [32]
S( f ) = 2h¯ckP (28)
where P is the average incident DC optical power. The root
mean square noise is then given by
RMS2 =
∫ ∆ f
0
S( f )d f (29)
RMS =
√
2h¯ckP∆ f (30)
=
√
2h¯ckP
T
(31)
where ∆ f is the integration bandwidth and T is the integration
time in seconds. The signal to noise ratio is then given by
SNR =
|Z|
RMS
(32)
=
|Z|√
2h¯ck (P00 + P02)
√
T (33)
=
√
P00P02√
2h¯ck (P00 + P02)
∣∣∣∣∣(Rcav − 1)
√
2
4
εq
∣∣∣∣∣√T (34)
Evaluating the constants and assuming an impedance matched
cavity (Rcav = 0) results in
= 5.8× 108 εq
( √
P00P02√
P00 + P02
)√
T (35)
Substituting in the measured powers in the tabletop experiment
P00 = 2mW, P02 = 20µW gives us
= 2.6× 106 εq
√
T (36)
= 3.3× 1012 M
√
T (37)
This translates to sub-ppm of mode mismatch even with a 1 ns
integration time. We conclude that in practice technical noise
sources and not shot noise will be relevant to the SNR of the
mode matching error signal.
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